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Join Frank Bateman, Vice President, Ryder Supply Chain Solutions, for this webinar
as  he discusses  the new complexities  supply  chains  are  facing with  end-to-end
logistics. Bateman will share insights on creating a playbook for success so you are
prepared for any disruption including port  congestion,  safety & security,  and a
global pandemic.

In this webinar you’ll learn how to gain efficiencies through near shoring operations,
challenges companies face with cross border logistics & security, and the solutions
to overcome these and future supply chain disruption.

Other key takeaways include:

Understanding how to manage border crossings more safely and securely
Insights  on  speeding products  to  market  through nearshoring  and near
sourcing goods
Streamlining the flow of goods from inbound to end user and everywhere in
between
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Frank Bateman, Vice President, Ryder Supply Chain Solutions
Frank Bateman is a Vice President for Ryder Supply Chain Solutions servicing the
Automotive  Vertical.   He  joined  Ryder  in  2000 and has  served  in  positions  of
increasing responsibility, including Logistics Engineer, Logistics Manager, Group
Logistics  Manager,  Director,  and  Group  Director.   He  has  led  the  successful
development of several accounts and manages a blended portfolio of locations in the
United States, along the southern border, and in the interior of Mexico.  Frank holds
Bachelor’s degrees in International Business and Spanish and a Master of Business
Administration.
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